Abstract: For the first time since 1947 it is proposed to use a simpler and mathematically more rigorous concept of programming with the graphs loaded only through horizontal arcs with characters, functions and expressions of elementary mathematics. Such graph is a polyglot, it has ISO 8631/1989 standard, and is the only one that can be used effectively throughout the life cycle of program design and use. Conventional programming languages are not needed. The new concept has 100+ times better characteristics with regard to visualization, simplicity, and compactness, as well as the speed of entering into the computer. Processes of error-free design of algorithms, programs, and data structures, evidence of their correctness, self-documenting and documenting of motivation of decisions made are significantly simplified, improved and accelerated. The resulting programs are more effective on the memory footprint and execution time. The larger and the more complex is the program project, the greater is the effect of applying the new concept. The new concept is so simple that it makes it possible to program for ANYONE, not just for programmers. We do not know analogue of the new concept. This article describes the history of developing and proving the new concept, its description, advantages, implemented graphical programming environment, and perspectives for its application.
Introduction
We introduced the term "programming technology" back in the 1960s, as an intuitive comprehension of the fact that not only the language (at the time it was Algol-60) is important, but also how to use it properly and correctly, easily and just, [1, 2] . At present, technology is included in all IT curricula. But programming remains complicated and expensive, because the programming concept existing since 1947 remained unchanged and became outdated.
Development of programming in graphs*) started in the 70-s when, in the course of 15 years, large-scale control systems for all major missiles of former Soviet Union [3] were built and increasing awareness of the importance of formal documenting of their development process to facilitate rapid introduction of permanent improvements and bug fixes on the one hand and with the works of Dijkstra [4] on the other, who was the first one to demonstrate the lack of _______________________________ *) In the graphs theory there are only TWO equivalent types of graphs that can be used in programming. Those are graphs loaded through the vertices (for example, the well-known block diagrams, Moore machines) and graphs loaded through the arcs (the well-known network diagrams, Mealy machines).
Appl. Theory Comput. Technol. 2017, 2, 2; doi: 10.22496/atct20170124135 mathematical rigor and redundancy of the conventional programming. As a result, for the first time since 1947 a new, very simple concept of graphical programming, which is uniform for the algorithms, software, data and network diagrams for their design throughout the lifecycle of program development and operation was completely formed by 2016. Its comprehensive analysis, tentative implementation (!) and operation of the new graphical programming environment (GPE) were carried out [3, [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In the current programming concept all conventional machine-oriented operators, which are unnatural for a human, like if-then, for, goto, tags, square brackets like begin-end, {-}, indents, most of the punctuation marks, etc. (all of them!) are excluded in the new concept (Fig. 1) . They became obsolete. There are too many of them -more than a half in the existing program texts. They are complicated, empirical (not strictly defined), have low capacity, and provide a primitive handicraft technology in programming. People put too much effort to neutralize those drawbacks by means of creating many new special languages, methods and programming environments that "supposedly make things easier," but, in fact, make programming more complex, confusing and not available for everyone.
Fig. 1. Programming concept existing since 1947
For the first time the new concept proposes not to write but to draw programs in graphs loaded through horizontal arcs with characters, functions and expressions of elementary mathematics. It is many times easier, faster, better visualized and more compact compared to writing a program using the existing programming concept (using special text languages). It uses the same keyboard, mouse or touch screen and ensures that the resulting drawing complies with ISO 8631/1989 [5] . Such graphs and records on them are polyglots, which are understandable to all without definitions. They are in line with the known, strict mathematical principles of representation and processing of information, which approximate to the principles of operation of the human brain. Therefore, all of the special languages, such as FORTRAN, C ++, JAVA, and Python become low-capacity and unnecessary, though their libraries are retained. Any program from the library in any language can be automatically transferred to the new graphic form of presentation. It results in: 1) simplified transition to the new concept, 2) programming experience accumulated since 1947 will be preserved and multiplied.
The new concept is universal. It allows writing any algorithm and any program by any method known from structural to deep intellectual analysis, providing cyber security and using ready libraries, which can be combined into a single graphical hyper-library. For the first time the new concept introduces into programming the evidentiary and error-free style, self-documenting and documenting of motivation of decisions. The new concept allows each person drawing easily and visually the logical scheme of any problem and solving it manually or with a computer. The principles of the new concept are so simple and natural to a man, that for the first time programming becomes available to everyone (and not just for programmers) and it also becomes an element of universal literacy and culture of the society.
Essence of The New Programming Concept
The new concept uses only one horizontal arc of the graph, the so-called Logical R-scheme or axiom, for recording of any algorithms, data and programs, The maximum currently known program RR*-schemes have the following characteristics: R=133, R*=400 and eR=578. This means that their compactness is 133, 400 times higher (they have 133, 400 times less lines), and the speed of entering into a computer is 578 times higher compared to the conventional concept of recording of those programs in C++.
Entering of each horizontal arc of the graph is done with one mouse or keyboard click or finger touch on the touch screen. Multiple new horizontal arcs can be entered with a single click. Vertical arcs and graph nodes are not entered into computer and are drawn automatically in GPE, which greatly simplifies and speeds up entering of graphic statements (arcs) as compared with entering the existing statements in conventional programming languages.
Such graph is assigned a name written on the top near the yellow ellipse, Fig. 2 Fig. 7 illustrates the method for recording comments and macro-definitions after the adverb WHERE, which for many centuries has been used in mathematics and therefore is more natural, compact and effective compared with their recording in the conventional programming соncept. Fig. 6 . R-scheme of OOP program is 7 times more compact than the conventional program in Delphi [9] . WHERE *) // format #. ## with 2 symbols after dot and display of zeros in the result **) // truncate co to place into company *3) "Number of packets cannot be negative; for "<<" is set to 0. \ n" *4) "Number of purchased (sold) packets cannot be negative." 6*) *5) "You cannot sell more than you have!" 6*) *6) << "Transaction cancelled. \n" Fig. 7 . R-scheme of OOP program is 4.1 times more compact than the conventional recording of that program in C ++, R=4.1, R* = 32. and R*= 45 times and entered into the computer eR=138 times faster, and R-scheme of 100x100 arcs has R = 133, R* = 400 and eR = 578. What is important, the new concept is a polyglot, because it uses international mathematics and graphics, which are better perceived by man than the existing artificial programming languages. can eventually be excluded from the graphical programming in whole or in part, as it was done in mathematics. It is still preserved on the Fig. 6-7 . The principle of preservation is visually described in Fig. 7 and in the conventional recording of this information in the C++ given below [10 p. 489]:
Complex data structures may be set directly in the R-scheme graphics, Fig. 11 . In this case, the logic element or data syntax will be recorded on the top of the arc, and corresponding semantics at its bottom [2] . RR*-schemes can be effectively used for recording algorithms "from the data", such as translators. - 
Error-Free and Evidantial Style of Programming with the New Concept
The conventional concept of developing an algorithm (program) is based on the construction of computational scheme for solving the original problem with the help of about ten statements, which are not rigorously defined, and are fixed, text-type, machine-oriented and unnatural for a man. Therefore, the original problem needs to be converted to match the algorithm (program) recording capabilities in those statements. This is a well-known, complex, multi-step process of designing algorithms and programs. As a result of this process, the original problem is transformed "beyond recognition", new elements are introduced, the relationship between its elements and motivation of the decisions taken is lost, as well as the whole understanding of "how it all works". To simplify this process, numerous languages, methods and environments are invented, which further confuses and complicates the process of programming. Therefore, the current complex and bulky programs are being debugged throughout their entire life.
The new design concept is based on the construction of a logical graphic R-scheme of the original problem in the natural language, terms and wording of the problem statement. For this purpose, the method «step by step from logic» is applied. This process identifies and clarifies all the basic inaccuracies in the formulation of the problem. As a result, the logical R-scheme of the original problem becomes equally clear to both the client and the executor and is approved (signed) by them, Fig. 21 . After that, the draft algorithm and program development is carried out by formal methods of mathematical derivation in the Graphical Programming Environment. GPE monitors and directs a person in such a way that his formal transformations exclude all the ambiguities in understanding from the original logic scheme and transforms it into the language natural to a man (as a rule, into the R-graphical language of simple mathematics) and subsequently, automatically, without a human, into the computer language. As a result, the sequence of transformations of the original R-scheme is automatically stored in GPE, and in the future it will be a formal proof of the program correctness and of its development process. The resulting documentation formed automatically in GPE differs from the conventional one, as it saves the motivation of decisions, it is more compact, self-documenting and contains abstract R*-schemes, which are formally optimized (transformed) in GPE by various criteria -time, memory, etc.
The language natural to a man is being continuously improved (it evolves with the man) and approaches the effective professional language of the relevant team of program developers. It is important that the language of R-schemes in such description is uniform (!) for the computer, for the client, and for all the performers of the project and its users throughout its life cycle. Since this language is graphical and intuitive, it is mainly used mainly in the process of mathematical derivation, it is largely automatic, and it dramatically reduced the conditions for errors (misprints), therefore programmers call it "error-free", and the whole process and style of such programming is called "evidential".
Implementation of Graphics Programminr Environment
At present, the graphical programming environment using logical R-schemes (GPE) has been implemented (lab version), which includes: the entry system for R-schemes and any texts on the arcs in any language, creation and memorization of the project tree, universal graphics editor; converter "Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler", therefore there is nothing easier and more efficient at the moment than the said GPE RR*.
Thus, the implemented graphical environment has summarized the available experience of programming in graphs, and it is considered materially complete (80% according to our estimates)
for the construction of commercial version on its basis. Everything is intuitive and easy to use. 8) I am delighted by using R-schemes for teaching the third-year students a special course on "Elements of Structural Programming
Opinions of Independent Experts and
Technique". Surprisingly even for myself I was convinced in the remarkable capabilities of R-schemes for structured storage of large volumes of data.
Conclusions
Thus, a new mathematical concept (culture) of programming is proposed, which is interesting thanks to its advantages: simplicity, clarity, compactness and possibility of adopting by anyone, not only by the computer programmers. This culture allows introducing the evidence and error-free style into programming, as well as the long-established mathematical methods of analysis and synthesis. Given the extraordinary (1-2 orders of magnitude greater) compactness of program recording, and ease of quick information entering especially through using of touch screens, the new concept has great prospects for effective application in small computer devices (tablets, iPhones) of mass use. effective application in small computer devices (tablets, iPhones) of mass use.
New proposals are particularly effective for the elementary training in programming due to their simplicity and visualization. Therefore, they can be included into the system of compulsory education of any specialists. EVERYONE should be able to program, and programming should become a part of the universal literacy and society culture. The effect of applying the new proposals for professional programming is the greater the more logically difficult and confusing is the problem to be solved.
It is common knowledge that the links between neurons and regions play the major role in the human brain. Arcs between the nodes play a similar role in the R-schemes. The number of arcs, their direction and 3D-orientation between different nodes and R-schemes are infinite. The node can remember the number of references to it and have a sensitivity threshold for its work, like a brain cell. It is promising of automatic generation of programs by data recording in the same concept. Nothing like that can be found in the contemporary programming. On the whole the new concept is simpler compared to all the known ones and it eliminates the problem of complexity in modern programming. It is quite well justified for new and effective applications and opens an interesting era of perspective development of the computer science, including the implementation of new computer hardware architecture and ensuring cyber security.
